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REFERENCES
A small selection of our projects
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The WILLIAMS Formula 1 team has had
the entire hospitality area in the paddock
and the works on Grove, England, 
coated with that's it.

This makes Williams a trend-setter in the
hygiene strategy in Formula 1 for guests
and employees.

At races outside Europe, all locations are
coated with that's it PUR TOUCH Gold 
wipes by Williams employees before
the event.
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REFERENCE DFB/DFL
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Absolute safety through certified hygiene concept
with UV marker and modern IOT technology

Acceptance of all coatings by That's it personnel
Easy control thanks to innovative UV marker
technology
Creation of a hygiene certificate according to
European standards by a German expert
Marking of all coated surfaces with That'it seals
using the latest IOT technology

That't it has won the DFB's innovation tender and will now carry out an initial test coating at the
Bundesliga club VFB Wolfsburg as a pilot project for all 1st and 2nd division soccer clubs. 
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REFERENCE DHL
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Absolute safety through certified hygiene concept
with UV marker and modern IOT technology

Acceptance of all coatings by That's it personnel
Easy control thanks to innovative UV marker
technology
Creation of a hygiene certificate according to
European standards by a German expert
Marking of all coated surfaces with That'it seals
using the latest IOT technology

That's it will coat the entire DHL Airport Hub in Leipzig to protect employees.
DHL conducted some medical tests after an initial coating trial and decided to coat the entire hub. 
DHl has calculated that they will save more than 180,000 € within one year by eliminating the constant disinfection intervals. 
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HYATT Andaz Munich
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Coating double room, pilot program October 2020, for testing high-quality 
5-star surfaces successfully completed.
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EVECTO Motors, Hamburg

7

Coating of the entire e-fleet consisting of e-scooters and e-bikes. 
Extensive hygiene concept.
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KOELNMESSE, Cologne

8

Coating of all touchpoints in the offices
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FITSTAR GROUP, Deutschland

9

Coating of all 14 locations and touchpoints in the respective fitness centers.
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HANSEMONDIAL, Deutschland

10

Coating team bus of Hamburg Towers as pilot and sponsoring, 
Cooperation for >800 bus operators in Germany
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EXPERT TEVI, Deutschland

11

Coating of a branch as a pilot project for Germany. 
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SPARKASSEN, Deutschland

12

Implementation of a pilot project, carried out by Stadtsparkasse München. 
Coating of vending machines and touchpoints, as well as customer counters. 
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X Sport Fitness, Deutschland

13

Coating of 3 locations in Halle, Harsewinkel and Oelde
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MÜLLER DROGERIEN, Deutschland

14

Coating from the entire Neu-Ulm site, all touchpoints and employee areas
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EDEKA, Deutschland

15

Coating of the entire Edeka store location Bad Honnef, all touchpoints and employee areas.
Execution of a knockdown test approx. 3 weeks after coating with excellent results. 
Results in detail see end of presentation
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NEUE WELLE, Karlsruhe

16

Coating of the office building, all employee and customer areas.
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MUSICPARK, Dingolfing

17

Coating of the entire discotheque incl. staff areas
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SIDE HOTEL, Hamburg

18

Coating of all public areas and touchpoints in the guest rooms
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LEVEL 44, Dresden

19

Coating of all public areas and touchpoints on the equipment
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JACS Co-Working, Hamburg

20

Coating of the entire Co Working Areas
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KINDERKRANKENHAUS

21

coating all relevant contact surfaces from the entrance area
to the patient room. Sponsorship for the entire hospital
from That's it.
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TESTIMONIALS
Customers speak for That's it
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Jan Mink
Head of Gastronomy Schloss Solitude

"We have carried out the surface coating
to give our guests back the feeling of life and
safety back again.
And of course also to protect our employees."
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MATTHIAS KREYSING
HOUSE OF SPORTS | Owner sports store

"As a specialist dealer, I want to offer my
customers only the
only the best in every respect. 
This also includes the best possible hygiene. 
From now on, I'll be relying on that's it. 

My store should not only look smart and clean ... 
My customers should also really be optimally
protected against germs and co. that's why that's
it. "
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MELANIE LAMMERS
STARCAR | Head of Marketing

"As a mobility provider with thousands of
customers in our vehicles and stations, we bear a 
particularly high responsibility for the hygiene
safety of our company. 

With THAT'S IT, we are convinced that we can
meet this responsibility 24/7, because with
disinfectant solutions, the effect is gone after 
just seconds. As an innovation partner, we also 
try to constantly develop the product further. For
the sake of all of us, we hope that as many
companies as possible will quickly follow suit."



TESTED AND PASSED
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Check-off test
at Edeka
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Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren, 
anbei übersenden wir Ihnen die Auswertung des aktuellen Hygiene-Monitoring. 
Die Probenentnahme erfolgte durch Herrn Klein. 
 

Abklatschprobe-  
Gereinigte und desinfizierte Flächen  

und Materialien 
EDEKA_RR_50_HH 

Gesamtkeimzahl 
KBE/10cm2 

Enterobacteriaceae 
KBE/10cm2 Bewertung 

0-10 n.n. A 

>10 1 D 
Bewertung nach: DIN10516:2009-05 

 
 

Nr. Kontrollstelle Vermerk Datum GKZ* Entero.** Kategorie 
1 Tastatur Elwis PC ungereinigt  02.07.2021 3 <1 A 
2 Einkaufswagen ungereinigt  02.07.2021 2 <1 A 

3 Einkaufswagen trockenes Tuch  02.07.2021 2 <1 A 

4 Einkaufswagen feucht gereinigt  02.07.2021 8 <1 A 

5 Einkaufswagen feucht gereinigt und desinfiziert  02.07.2021 9 <1 A 
*GKZ = Gesamtkeimzahl / 10cm2   ** Entero. = Enterobactereaceae / 10cm2 

 
Sollten sich ihrerseits Rückfragen ergeben, stehen wir Ihnen gerne zur Verfügung. 
Mit freundlichen Grüßen 
Fleischhof Rasting GmbH 
 
 
    i. A. Klemps           i. A. Zhou 
Qualitätssicherung        Qualitätssicherung 

Zentrale Meckenheim 
Industriepark Kottenforst 
Eisbachstr/Am Pannacker 
53340 Meckenheim 

�  02225/8803-0 
Fax 02225/8803-3860 
E-Mail info@rasting.de 
 www.Rasting.de 

Es schreibt Ihnen: 
 
Anne Zhou 

�� 02225/8803-3958 
Fax 02225/8803-3860 
 
Qualitaetssicherung@Rasting.de 
 

Datum: 07.07.2021 

Jörg Klein 
Edeka-Markt 
Himberger Straße 35 
 
53604 Bad Honnef / 
Aegidienberg 
 
 
 

Steuer-Nr.: 119/5721/1246 

Fleischhof Rasting GmbH 

Conclusion: 

- All in all, the classification in category A, i.e. < 10 germs (GKZ) per 10 cm² is the best
result that can be obtained in a swab sample.

- We coated the surfaces (here e.g. keyboard and shopping cart) with THAT'S IT PLATIN 
in May 2021. The antibacterial effect has now been verified as part of the swab test, 
and it was concluded with the best result in all 5 tests.

- It is important to note here that the coated surface without damp cleaning is approx. 
four times better and a shopping cart after damp cleaning and disinfection is already
almost at the limit value 10 with 9. I.e. we are in the comparison against a classical
disinfection approx. 5x better, if it concerns the germ concentration on the surface.
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Viruses Load Test 
India
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Conclusion: 

- Our partner in India - Osho Healthcare and LifeSciences
a division of OshoCorp Global Pvt Ltd.) had test performed at the renowned
Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnologywith the original Covid-19 and
Influenza (N1H1). With very good results: 

After only 5 minutes the virus load was at 0%.



Disinfection:
10.000€ per month
240.000€ cost for 2 years
with classical disinfection

12.000€ That's it Coating
for 2 years

12.000€ vs 240.000€
-> 228.000€ savings

Disinfection:
435,000€ cost over
2 years

45.000€ for That's it
Coating for 2 years

45.000€ vs 435.000€
--> 380.000€ savings

Disinfection:
3.500€ per month cost

84.000€ on 2 years
classic disinfection

3.000€ That's it Coating

3.000€ vs 84.000€ 
81.000€ savings

Example calculations from practice:

And additional protection of surfaces against damage!

minus
95%

minus
89%

minus
95,5%



Safety with That's it

10 disinfection cycles per day. Effect max. 5 minutes = 50 min. protection per day.

0.00 h     24.00 h 

Classic 
Disinfection

That's it lasts 1,440 minutes a day - 24 hours.

97%
97% more protection and security for customers and employees. Every day.
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DANKE
SCHÖN

For further information please get in contact.

That‘s it International GmbH

Kurfürstendamm 67
10707 Berlin
Telefon: 0151/16 16 14 14
www.thatsitglobal.com
info@thatsitglobal.com


